
Natural Treat 

Options 
There are many treat options available on the market today and we know that it 

can be overwhelming when you’re looking at multiple aisles in the store.  Here, we’ll talk about the natural treats that 

we like!  We are using a 5 star rating system for these reviews. 

 

 

Fish Skins 

Fish skin treats definitely have a stink to them, but they are wonderfully crunchy and 

provide natural Omega 3, which helps skin and coat be shiny and healthy. If you need to 

break these treats up smaller, we recommend breaking them with a hammer as they can 

be quite hard. Braided skins last longer than the strips. 

Crunch Level                              Stink Level                           Yum Rating                           Durability   

 

Lung 

Lung treats are one of the yummier dehydrated treats. They are often cut into easy to 

handle square cuts, which make them good for a middle value training treat.   

Crunch Level                              Stink Level                           Yum Rating                           Durability   

 

Sweet Potatoes 

These simple treats provide a natural fiber and antioxidants.  They can be a delicious 

alternative to rawhide. If you get the dehydrated, make sure they are very dry; as any 

moisture can cause them to go bad quickly.  

Crunch Level                              Stink Level                           Yum Rating                           Durability   

 

Bully Sticks 

Bully sticks are a natural product that you have to start your dog on slowly. Giving 

your dog too much too quickly can cause stomach upset and diarrhea. These chews 

are available as single sticks or braids. The braids last a little longer while being 

chewed, but remember, start slowly! 

Crunch Level                             Stink Level                            Yum Rating                           Durability    

 



Tendons 

Tendons are another rawhide alternative, as they can be durable depending on the 

shape of the treat and the size of your dog. The circular or bone twisted tendons may 

last longer than the regular stick style.  These treats are high in protein and low fat. 

Crunch Level                              Stink Level                           Yum Rating                           Durability    

 

Trachea  

Trachea are often sold in tube shapes, which can help slow down your dog when 

they are first learning how to eat them.  They do have a mildly greasy feel to them, 

but they can promote healthier teeth and gums with the chewing.  These treats are 

high in protein as well as glucosamine and chondroitin. Large dogs will chew through 

these treats faster than small breeds. These can also be stuffed for extra fun! 

Crunch Level                              Stink Level                           Yum Rating                           Durability    

 

Hoof 

Cow hooves are most common style of hoof type treats.  You will see them sold 

stuffed or unstuffed. This review is for unstuffed hooves, because the stuffing 

causes them to no longer be a natural treat (and the stuffing makes a huge mess 

in your house!). Hooves are more ideal for small to medium breed dogs, as large 

dogs can shatter them and potentially choke. The longer your dog chews on this 

treat, the stinkier they get! These treats are high protein and low in fat. Stuff them 

with your favorite goodies! 

Crunch Level                              Stink Level                           Yum Rating                           Durability    

 

Antlers 

Deer and Elk antlers are quite popular in pet stores and with dog owners.  They are 

available split or whole.  These chews are not recommended for young puppies or 

very aggressive chewers, as there is a risk of tooth chipping.  These are natural 

chews which are long lasting if your dog is interested in them.  Try a split first, as 

the marrow is clearly available, then try the whole treats if your dog enjoys the 

chew.  Elk antlers are slightly more durable than deer antlers.  

Crunch Level                              Stink Level                           Yum Rating                           Durability    

 


